
I was fi rst introduced to the effectiveness of the squirrel bodied P-Quad by its designer, Mark
Olinger.
We’d been fi shing Tokaryk’s Lake after one of the worst heat waves of the summer and the
fi shing had been hovering slightly above sewer level. Yet the sonar told us that fi sh -- large 
fi sh -- were feeding all around us. But feeding upon what? Later, we would discover that the 
trout were predating very small forage fi sh, but our patterns were too large, as is often the 
case.
Enter the squirrel P-Quad. A cast with a Sink 1 line, give it time to settle, and the rod almost
popped out of our hands before the tippet disintegrated. Enter the Tokaryk Take, that violent 
jerk that triggers latent cardiac trauma and leaves a trembling body to wonder what manner 
of fi nned critter could part a 2X tippet so readily. After taking several specimens that day in 
the twenty to twenty-six inch range, the Squirrel P-Quad made a successful debut and has 
repeated on many occasions.
I always tell Mark that it’s a poor pattern because it promotes violence in the trout. I suggest 
he tie versions that the fi sh either take softly, with great refi nement, or not at all. 

He has a wonderful way of ignoring me.
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Pattern

Hook:  #14 -18 2x

Thread: Match color

Tail:  Tuft of appropriately colored marabou

Ribbing:  Fine gold or silver wire

Shellback:  Frostbite of proper color or commercially colored shellback

Body: Crystal dub of proper coloration

Tying Instructions:

The Shamu Scud is tiny fl y and it must be tied so to match the selectively so 
rampant in the waters at the frozen water time of the year.
1. Tie on a tuft of olive marabou for a tail. Pick it out so it is ¼ of hook shank
2. Tie on gold wire
3. Tie on shellback material - Synthetic scud skin or appropriately colored diamond 
braid
4. Form tight dubbing rope and wind on body
5. Tie off rope and bring shellback ahead
6. Wind wire forward and tie off.
7. Leave a head of thread of correct coloration
8. Pick out dubbing on body to form legs and gills of Hyalella scud
If Diamond Braid is used to form entire back, I leave wire at rear and thread at front 
of hook shank. I form the back and catch each pass back and forth with a wind of 
the fi ne gold wire until back is formed, then wind it ahead. Often this makes a better 
back for stained waters when
brightness becomes paramount.
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